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Select a product to download. Full Scan FileMaker Pro v13 For Dummies, PC or Mac, by Mike Williams, ISBN 10: 1-59111-523-5. TheQ: Connecting two
different (spark) enviroments I have two spark clusters, one in gce (accessible through ssh) and one on localhost (local mode). Both are using all the default
configurations for spark. I'd like to connect the two clusters and execute some jobs, but I'm having a problem: When I try to spark-submit a job from localhost
to gce, it works great. When I try to connect to the cluster from gce, using scp, it works great. When I try to connect to the cluster from localhost, using scp, it
works great. When I try to connect to the cluster from gce, using spark-submit, it works great. When I try to connect to the cluster from localhost, using sparksubmit, it fails, with the error: Error: Exception thrown When spark-submit tries to connect to gce, it tries to use port 22: INFO Client: Optimized ServerSocket
welcome timeout: application is taking longer than 30 seconds to start up. Increasing it to 30000. INFO Client: Attempting to connect to spark://gce:22/ INFO
Client: Added gce hostname to SparkEnviroment as described in INFO Client: Added oauth token for user: gceuser@gce.com INFO Client: Added gce
hostname to SparkEnviroment as described in INFO Client: Authentication provided by: user INFO Client: Provided OAuth credentials to spark-submit for user
gceuser@gce.com ERROR Client: Failed to connect to gce port 22: Connection refused (Connection refused) [I hope the port 22 part is enough to show the
problem.] And it fails with the error above. I'm not sure how to debug this. A: In addition to gceuser@gce.com you need
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